Meeting held at Mandurah on Tuesday, 26 March 2019

WEATHER: Fine  TRACK: Good  KENNEL TEMPERATURE: 18 Degrees  
TIME KENNELS CLOSED: 5:00pm  
Stewards: Mr. S. Jones, Mr. C. Kerr, Mr. N. Goold  
Veterinary Surgeons: Dr. B. Dobson  
Lure Driver: Ms. C. Gray  

REDECLARATION OF WEIGHTS: Race 1 BILL ABALONE (27.4kgs)  
SCRATCHINGS: Under R23, the following greyhounds will stand down for a period of 10 days through:  
Injury: Race 3 AUTUMN FALL (26/3), Race 4 OXLEY MISSILE (26/3)  
Illness: Race 11 SUNSET MOO MOO (26/3)  
Ineligible: Race 7 STANGA BOLT (25/3)  
SATISFACTORY TRIALS:  
R69B - Race 1 PIONEERTOWN x 1 Field  
R52(1) - Race 4 SISTER ALKS x 1 Solo  
SUSPENSIONS:  
R69A - Race 2 LAID BACK ROLLIE x 28 days (Mandurah Track) x 1 Field  
SAMPLES TAKEN: Race 1 - Maiden/Provincial/405 (1) - Maiden - 6:02 PM  
SHIFTY ACE began quickly. BILL ABALONE began slowly. DIABLO STAR & BOOMBY'S ME MUM collided soon after the start. BILL ABALONE & THIRD RISE collided soon after the start. LAID BACK ALBERT & SHIFTY ACE collided approaching the first turn. PIONEERTOWN & BILL ABALONE collided on the first turn. DIABLO STAR & BOOMBY'S ME MUM collided on the first turn, DIABLO STAR lost ground. PIONEERTOWN eased due to injury, shifted out and collided with SHIFTY ACE on the first turn. PIONEERTOWN & SHIFTY ACE collided approaching the home turn. SHIFTY ACE checked off the heels of LAID BACK ALBERT approaching the home turn. PIONEERTOWN & SHIFTY ACE collided on the home turn. PIONEERTOWN & BOOMBY'S ME MUM collided in the home straight. BOOMBY'S ME MUM checked off the heels of THIRD RISE in the home straight. BILL ABALONE faded in the home straight.  
A post race Veterinary examination revealed PIONEERTOWN has a Left - Foreleg - Carpal Sprain (wrist) and has been stood down for 10 days  
Steward's inquired into a report that PIONEERTOWN failed to pursue the lure with due commitment on the home turn. Trainer Mr. R. Walton acknowledged the report and subsequently following the report of an injury the greyhound PIONEERTOWN was placed on a Field Satisfactory Trial in accordance with R69B.  

Race 2 - Maiden/Provincial/405 (2) - Maiden - 6:22 PM  
SHEED'S GOAL began quickly. LAID BACK ROLLIE, OLYMPIC MARINER & HEZA RAPSCALLION began slowly. LAID BACK ROLLIE & OLYMPIC MARINER collided on the first turn. JIMMY JUNIOR checked off the heels of ACCURA GIRL on the first turn. LAID BACK ROLLIE & OLYMPIC MARINER collided on the first turn. LAID BACK ROLLIE & OLYMPIC MARINER collided on the first turn. LAID BACK ROLLIE & OLYMPIC MARINER collided on the first turn. LAID BACK ROLLIE & OLYMPIC MARINER collided on the first turn. LAID BACK ROLLIE checked off the heels of HEZA RAPSCALLION on the first turn. LAID BACK ROLLIE stumbled, lost ground and tailed off in the home straight.  
LAID BACK ROLLIE was examined by the course Veterinary Surgeon and no apparent injury was reported.  
Steward's enquired into a report that LAID BACK ROLLIE failed to pursue the lure with due commitment on the home turn. Trainer Mr. Eric Campana acknowledged the report, subsequently LAID BACK ROLLIE has been stood down for 28 days at Mandurah only & placed on a field satisfactory trial under R69A.  

Race 3 - Maiden/Provincial/405 (3) - Maiden - 6:42 PM  
FAIRY MONELLI, DOCA GIRL began quickly. ZIPPING GINGER began slowly. UNREALITY & VICENSONI collided soon after the start. REFLEX & PINKIE PIE collided on the first turn. PINKIE PIE & UNREALITY collided on the first turn. UNREALITY galloped on REFLEX on the first turn. REFLEX checked off the heels of FAIRY MONELLI on the home turn. FAIRY MONELLI & VICENSONI collided on the home turn.
Race 4 - Novice/Provincial/490 - Novice - 7:06 PM
ZIPPING JULIET & GO GETTEM FANCY began slowly. SISTER ALKS turned in the boxes and under R52(1) has been placed on a solo Satisfactory Trial. TURDY KEEPING & SUNSET NAVANA collided soon after the start. VELOCITY MERINKA & TRUDY KEEPING collided soon after the start. FREAK ON KNEE, WHITE GRIT, VELOCITY MERINKA, TRUDY KEEPING & SUNSET NAVANA collided approaching the first turn. FREAK ON KNEE & SUNSET NAVANA collided on the first turn. VELOCITY MERINKA checked off the heels of FREAK ON KNEE on the second turn. VELOCITY MERINKA checked off the heels of WHITE GRIT on the second turn. VELOCITY MERINKA & TRUDY KEEPING collided on the home turn. FREAK ON KNEE checked off the heels of WHITE GRIT, shifted out and collided with GO GETTEM FANCY on the home turn.

SISTER ALKS was examined by the course Veterinary Surgeon and no apparent injury was reported.

Race 5 - Grade 5/Provincial/405 (1) - Grade 5 - 7:27 PM
TORO TONIC & OIL SPILL began quickly. NOTHING TO PROVE began slowly. TORO TONIC & OIL SPILL collided soon after the start, TORO TONIC lost ground. DAINTY BRAE & MISS BONDI collided on the first turn. TORO TONIC & MISS BONDI collided on the first turn. TORO TONIC & CLOONEY collided on the first turn. TORO TONIC & CLOONEY collided approaching the home turn, CLOONEY stumbled and tailed off. CROCODILE SENOR checked off the heels of OIL SPILL on the home turn.

A post race Veterinary examination revealed CLOONEY has a Right - Hindleg - Webbing Split and a Left - Foreleg - Shoulder Muscle Injury and has been stood down for 14 days.

Race 6 - Grade 5/Provincial/405 (2) - Grade 5 - 7:52 PM
SWEET AS FATE began quickly. RUNAWAY LOVE began slowly. ABBA MONELLI & LADY WILD FIRE collided soon after the start. PROMETHIUM checked off the heels of SWEET AS FATE soon after the start. HELLO HARRY & RUNAWAY collided on the first turn. HELLO HARRY & ELDI PICK collided on the first turn. HELLO HARRY galloped on the heels of ELDI PICK on the first turn, HELLO HARRY & ELDI PICK fell and inconvenienced RUNAWAY LOVE. PROMETHIUM checked off the heels of SWEET AS FATE on the home turn.

HELLO HARRY was examined by the course Veterinary Surgeon and no apparent injury was reported. ELDI PICK was examined by the course Veterinary Surgeon and no apparent injury was reported.

Race 7 - Mixed 4/5/Provincial/490 - Mixed 4/5 - 8:07 PM
SHAWSY, QUARA'S ZADE & STARLIGHT JOLI began quickly. ZAMAZAN began slowly. SHAWSY & QUARA'S ZADE collided soon after the start, QUARA'S ZADE lost ground. JUMP IN LINE & HELLO CODY collided soon after the start, HELLO CODY lost ground. UNIVERSAL GAS & MAUDE MONELLI collided soon after the start. QUARA'S ZADE, STARLIGHT JOLI & UNIVERSAL GAS collided soon after the start. STARLIGHT JOLI checked off the heels of QUARA'S ZADE on the second turn. SHAWSY & HELLO CODY collided on the second turn. SHAWSY & HELLO CODY collided approaching the home turn. JUMP IN LINE raced wide in the home straight.

Race 8 - Grade 5 Masters (Final)/Provincial/405 - Grade 5 - 8:22 PM
MOUSE LOMAR & BLACK LIGHT began quickly. BLACK HERC, JACKPOT JUNE & SCARLET'S SECRET began slowly. BLACK LIGHT & TANGO DANCER collided soon after the start. BLACK HERC checked off the heels of JACKPOT JUNE soon after the start. BLACK LIGHT & TANGO DANCER collided approaching the first turn. BLACK LIGHT checked off the heels of ROCKSTAR MAX on the first turn, shifted out and collided with TANGO DANCER. TENNESSEE FIRE & ROCKSTAR MAX collided on the first turn. JACKPOT JUNE & ROCKSTAR MAX collided on the first turn. BLACK HERC & TANGO DANCER collided on the first turn. BLACK HERC & TENNESSEE FIRE collided approaching the home turn. BLACK LIGHT & TANGO DANCER collided approaching the home turn. BLACK HERC checked off the heels of JACKPOT JUNE on the home turn.

Race 9 - Novice/Provincial/405 (1) - Novice - 8:37 PM
SHE'S STARDUST & HELLO KELLY began quickly. LEILANI'S LAD & HELLO I'M LETTY began slowly. WAKANDA & LA QUE collided soon after the start. WAKANDA & LA QUE collided on the first turn. HELLO I'M LETTY checked off the heels of LEILANE'S LAD on the first turn. WAKANDA galloped on the heels of LA QUE on the first turn. WAKANDA shifted out and collided with HEY AARON on the first turn.

A post race Veterinary examination revealed WAKANDA has a Left - Hindleg - Toe (Phalangeal) Fracture and has been stood down for 42 days.

Race 10 - Novice/Provincial/405 (2) - Novice - 8:52 PM
HIGH DISTORTION began quickly. MAGIC WREN & WINLOCK TWISTY began slowly. MAGIC WREN & SHAKEY SHAKE collided soon after the start. SHAKEY SHAKE & WINLOCK TWISTY collided soon after the start. FIRE UP ROSCOE & OLDMATE SARAH collided approaching the first turn. FIRE UP ROSCOE collided on the first turn. MAGIC WREN & OLDMATE SARAH collided on the first turn. WINLOCK TWISTY & OLDMATE SARAH collided on the first turn. OLDMATE SARAH checked off the heels of WINLOCK TWISTY approaching the home turn. SHAKEY SHAKE & WINLOCK TWISTY collided approaching the home turn. REBEL CAUSE faded in the home straight due to injury.

A post race Veterinary examination revealed REBEL CAUSE has a Right - Hindleg - Gracilis Muscle Injury and has been stood down for 21 days.

Race 11 - Novice/Provincial/405 (3) - Novice - 9:15 PM
I'M EXCITABLE began quickly. BEDELIA WAY began slowly. ROSIE CRISTALLE & LILLY TUX collided soon after the start. LILLY TUX & GO GO DANCER collided soon after the start. GO GO DANCER & SAUSILITO collided soon after the start. ROSIE CRISTALLE & LILLY TUX collided approaching the first turn, ROSIE CRISTALLE lost ground. ROSIE CRISTALLE checked off the heels of GO GO DANCER on the first turn. GO GO DANCER checked off the heels of LILLY TUX in the home straight.

FINAL.